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AIMS
This guide aims to support employers and learning
providers to identify appropriate activities required
during a Foundation Apprenticeship work placement.
It provides the following information:
■ The purpose of Foundation Apprenticeships
■ The definition of work-based learning in the
context of Foundation Apprenticeships
■ How a Foundation Apprenticeship is delivered
■ How employers can support learners
■ An understanding of the Vocational Qualification
units within the Foundation Apprenticeship
■ Links to useful resources
■ Practical examples of work-based activities and
evidence for the SVQ units within the Foundation
Apprenticeship in Accountancy at SCQF level 6
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“I would highly recommend a
Foundation Apprenticeship to any
young person considering one. It
encourages you to take on greater
responsibility, which has helped me
become more independent.”
Rebekka, Foundation Apprentice

Rebekka
Foundation Apprentice

What are
Foundation
Apprenticeships?
Foundation Apprenticeships provide a work-based
learning opportunity for senior-phase secondary school
pupils¹. Typically commencing in S5 and finishing at
the end of S6, a Foundation Apprenticeship develops
knowledge and understanding of an industry. Alongside
this, learners also spend time with a local employer to
gain valuable industry experience.
Foundation Apprenticeships are completed alongside
other subjects like Nationals and Highers. They are
linked to the growth sectors of the Scottish economy and
are available in the following subjects:
Accountancy
Business Skills
Civil Engineering
Creative and Digital Media
Engineering

Foundation Apprenticeships contain three distinct but
related components:
Knowledge provides the learner with the relevant
theories or reasons for the work-based learning activities.
Knowledge allows individuals to evidence not only what
they have done but to do so from an informed position
of why they did it. This element of the Foundation
Apprenticeship is typically aligned to National Progression
Awards (NPA) or National Certificate (NC) units.
Skills are the ability to carry out a particular activity,
operation or task. Skills describe how something is done
with proficiency and are crucial to progression. The
expectation of the Foundation Apprenticeship is for skills
acquisition to be consistent with the characteristics of
applied knowledge, skills and understanding at SCQF level 6.
Competence is defined by each industry or standard
setting body as the performance that makes an individual
fit to practise in a job. It involves both knowledge and
skills. Work-based units within Foundation Apprenticeships
describe the performance criteria, knowledge and
understanding requirements necessary for competence
in a particular activity or function. Competence will vary
from industry to industry but defining level of expected
performance at SCQF level 6 will ensure like-for-like activity
across different Foundation Apprenticeships, thereby
supporting recognition or prior learning articulation to
Modern Apprenticeship pathways.

Financial Services
Food and Drink Technologies
Hardware and System Support
Scientific Technologies
Social Services and Healthcare
Social Services Children and Young People
Software Development
1 The term ‘learners’ is used in this guide to refer to pupils.

What is work-based learning and
how does it apply to Foundation
Apprenticeships?
For the purposes of this guide, work-based learning means
learning that is directly linked to skills and knowledge
required to operate competently in a workplace. A major
component of a Foundation Apprenticeship is the sector
specific work-based learning. In this context, work-based
learning relates directly to the activities undertaken by
learners whilst they are on a work-placement.

This provides the first-hand experience for learners
to acquire sector specific skills, apply knowledge and
reflect on their learning. These activities count towards
the overall learning and assessment of the units from
the Vocational Qualification within each Foundation
Apprenticeship.

How is a Foundation Apprenticeship
delivered?
Learning providers work alongside employers to develop
the knowledge and skills learners need to meet all the
outcomes of the Foundation Apprenticeship.
This includes the classroom-based teaching of knowledge
and understanding elements of the Foundation
Apprenticeship. This is combined with work-based learning
opportunities to provide learners with the experiential
learning they need to apply their learning directly in the
workplace, ultimately to meet the requirements of the units
of the Foundation Apprenticeship.
Foundation Apprenticeships are typically delivered
over two years through S5 and S6 (though there are an
increasing amount of shorter duration delivery models
becoming available in some regions for selected
frameworks). Learners attend a learning provider for one
day a week (either on two afternoons or one full day as
agreed with local authority) in year one to study a National
Progression Award (NPA) or a National Certificate (NC)
at SCQF level 6. During year one, participants will have
engagement with industry through a series of industry
visits, talks and an industry challenge where available.
In year two, focus then moves to developing practical
skills and competencies in the workplace required of the
ATT units, where learners attend a work placement for
approximately one full day per week or equivalent.

Employer involvement

About the ATT Qualification units

The involvement of employers is a critical aspect of every
Foundation Apprenticeship, and may include:

The Foundation Apprenticeship in Accountancy at SCQF
level 6 includes three units from the Advanced Diploma in
Accounting at SCQF level 6.

■ P
 roviding learners with a work placement to enable
them to gain valuable experience in the workplace
■ P
 roviding learners with appropriate work-based
opportunities to enable them to develop their learning
and skills
■ E
 nsuring all work-based learning provided is based on
current expertise, equipment, practices and processes
■ Setting industry challenge projects

Employers may also be involved in other activities, for
example, the recruitment and selection process, guest
speaking, coaching and mentoring, and in the assessment
of practice of learners.
Employers identify a suitable workplace mentor to act as
the point of contact for learners when they are in the work
placement. The mentor provides support to the learner
within the workplace to ensure they access the range
of activities required to complete the ATT units from the
Foundation Apprenticeship, and provides advice to the
learner on their progress in relation to the work-based
learning. The mentor also supports with developing a
learning plan which provides details of the activities which
the learner will undertake in the workplace to achieve
the ATT units. The centre will provide further details on
mentors.
Further details on employer involvement and workplace
mentors can be found in the Foundation Apprenticeship
Guidance Note: Employer Engagement (details provided
in the useful resources section of this document).
The learning provider meets regularly with employers to
ensure learners are being supported and are working on
the right types of activities. Further details can be found in
the appendices of this document.
2 A learner who completes the Foundation Apprenticeship will receive
mandatory units from the relevant Modern Apprenticeship leaving them
fewer units to complete if they start the relevant Modern Apprenticeship.

It is important that employers understand the units within
a Foundation Apprenticeship, as this will help them to
provide learners with access to work-based activities that
are relevant to the units they need to complete.
Within every Foundation Apprenticeship there are a
number of units which relate to a particular occupational
function, and which provide the standards upon which
competence is assessed in the workplace. These units may
also form part of the respective Modern Apprenticeship.
Learners must provide evidence they are competent across
all criteria to meet the requirements of all units within the
Foundation Apprenticeship. All evidence is assessed
against the standards and leads to an overall judgment
being made by an assessor on whether the learner is
competent or not yet competent. Where a learner is found
to be not yet competent in any part of the standards, they
will be given the opportunity for further training and to
provide further evidence for assessment at a later date.

AAT guide to assessment
The practical approach to applying the technical skills
learnt, in the real world, means that AAT qualification units
are a perfect fit to this apprenticeship.
The Foundation Apprenticeship in Accounting includes
three units from the AAT Advanced Diploma in Accounting.
There are lots of resources to help tutors teach these units
and support students to study them.
Successful achievement of these units requires students
to engage in work-based activity that will develop
their skills and competencies against the required
performance objectives.

In order to effectively support the student, the host
employer should meet with appropriate learning providers
to discuss and agree suitable activities and tasks aligned to
the performance objectives.
AAT support resources vary from qualification
specifications and assessment practice, to E-learning
modules and Green Light tests that help students to gauge
their knowledge level and readiness for their assessment.
All these resources and more are available on the AAT
website – though please note that access to some is
restricted depending on your relationship with AAT.
To undertake assessment, students must be registered
with AAT and log into their online MyAAT account.

“We’ve found that some accountancy
qualifications, excellent as they are,
aren’t relevant to a practice like ours
and this is why we’ve developed a
relationship with AAT, because their
qualifications are practical, relevant
and people can apply them on a dayto-day basis. The AAT qualifications
significantly help accountants get the
hands-on experience they need.”
Richard Lambert
Director at TaxAssist, West Edinburgh

Links to useful
resources
Foundation Apprenticeship
Guidance Note:
Employer Engagement
The aim of this guidance is to share some best practice
with learning providers to help support the delivery of
the work-based element of Foundation Apprenticeships.
This guidance provides details on how employers from all
sectors and of all sizes can be involved in several different
opportunities throughout the Foundation Apprenticeship
programme. Refer to this document for information on work
placement roles and responsibilities for employers and
learning providers.

Developing the Young Workforce
Work Placements Standard: This document sets out the
expectations for a young person, school, employer, local
authority and parent/carer, before, during and after work
placements. Refer to this document for information to help
improve the quality of learning in the workplace.

Cameron
Foundation Apprentice

Practical Examples
Examples of activities and evidence for the
ATT units: A Foundation Apprenticeship in
Accountancy at SCQF level 6 (GN7T 46)
These examples support employers with identifying suitable
work-based activities to develop the practical skills of S5
and S6 pupils during the work placement component of the
Foundation Apprenticeship in Accountancy at SCQF level 6
(GN7T 46).
The Foundation Apprenticeship in Accountancy at SCQF
level 6 includes three units from the AAT Advanced Diploma
in Accounting. These are:

■ H
 W57 04 Advanced Bookkeeping
■ HW58 04 Final Accounts Preparation
■ HW59 04 Indirect Tax
(In addition to part-completing the AAT Advanced Diploma in
Accounting, achieving these three units gains candidates the
SCQF 6 Advanced Certificate in Bookkeeping.)
The table below provides generic examples of typical
work-based activities and examples of possible evidence
which may support the development of the practical skills
within the first three of the units listed above. Please note,
these are examples and not intended to be prescriptive.
Some examples of activities and evidence are holistic and
therefore may cover several performance criteria (and
knowledge and understanding) within a unit and/or across
units, as opposed to aligning with a single performance

criteria. This supports good practice in the holistic approach to assessment, which in turn reduces the volume
of evidence required by leaners and reduces bureaucracy
in assessment.
It is important to note not all work-based activities may be
suitable for a pupil to undertake (e.g. not an employee).
For example, there may be a legislative reason a pupil/
non-employee cannot conduct a particular activity within
a workplace.

AAT Advanced Diploma In Accounting SCQF L6
HW57 04 Advanced Bookkeeping
Performance criteria

Examples of required knowledge

What the learner needs to be able to do to demonstrate
competence within that unit

Which may support the learner to develop the required
practical skills in the unit

■ A
 pply the principles of advanced double-entry bookkeeping

Relevant learning activity:

■ Implement procedures for the acquisition and disposal of non-current assets
■ P
 repare and record depreciation calculations
■ R
 ecord period end adjustments
■ P
 roduce and extend the trial balance

continues on next page ⊲

■ Calculating Inventory Valuation
■ Calculating IRR debts
■ 4-line journals
⊲ Continues on next page

Performance criteria

Examples of required knowledge

What the learner needs to be able to do to demonstrate
competence within that unit

Which may support the learner to develop the required
practical skills in the unit

⊳ See previous page 

■ Using the suspense account
■ Effect of misleading or inaccurate period end adjustments
■ Inappropriate response to ethical issues
■ Journal to TFR balance to the SOPL
■ Capital/Revenue Expenditure
■ Capitalisation Policy
■ Depreciation Policy
■ Acquisition
■ Depreciation
■ Carrying Amount
■ Non-Current Asset - Accounting and the Statement of Accounts
■ Disposal
■ Part-exchange
■ Extended Trial Balance
■ IFRS: Inventory Valuation
Ethics:
■ Customer Due Diligence
■ Money Laundering Regulations
■ Fundamental Principles

HW58 04 Final Accounts Preparation
Performance criteria

Examples of required knowledge

What the learner needs to be able to do to demonstrate
competence within the unit

which may support learners to develop the required
practical skills in the unit

■ D
 istinguish between the financial recording and reporting requirements of
different types of organisations

Relevant learning activity:

■ E
 xplain the need for final accounts and the accounting and ethical principles
underlying their preparation
■ P
 repare accounting records from incomplete information
■ P
 roduce accounts for sole traders and partnerships
■ R
 ecognise the key differences between preparing accounts for a limited company
and a sole trader

■ Using mark-up and Margin
■ Understanding Cost of Goods Sold
■ Assess reasonableness of figures
■ Sales Tax application
■ Maths skills
■ Partnerships Accounts: SPL
■ Partnership Accounts: SFP
■ Partnership Accounts: Appropriation Account
■ Partnership Accounts: Partnership Agreement
■ Partnership Accounts: Capital Accounts
■ Partnership Accounts: Current Accounts
■ Partnership Accounts: Appropriation Account
■ Partnership Accounts: Current Accounts
■ International Financial Reporting Standards

Ethics:
■ Recognise how to act ethically in an accounting role
■ Applying ethics to accurate figures from incomplete records
■ Understanding the threats associated with this area
■ Understanding the need for final accounts/accounting and ethical principles

HW59 04 Indirect Tax
Performance criteria

Examples of required knowledge

What the learner needs to be able to do to demonstrate
competence within the unit

which may support learners to develop the required
practical skills in the unit

■ U
 nderstand and apply VAT legislation requirements

Relevant learning activity:

■ A
 ccurately complete VAT returns and submit them in a timely manner

■ Record keeping location

■ U
 nderstand the implications for the business of errors, omissions and late filing
and payment

■ V
 AT Registration rules, including calculations for past output tax for late
registrations

■ R
 eport VAT-related information within the organisation in accordance with
regulatory and the organisation’s requirement

- VAT registration and deregistration
- VAT invoicing Tax points and date of issue
- VAT invoicing and discounts
- VAT what can/cannot be claimed

Typical Job Roles:
Skills developed through this qualification can lead to employment as:
■ An accounts assistant

■ A credit controller

■ A professional bookkeeper

■ An accounts payable and expenses supervisor

■ A finance assistant

■ A senior bookkeeper

■ An accounts payable clerk

■ A finance officer

■ A tax assistant

■ An assistant accountant

■ An indirect tax manager

■ An audit trainee

■ An insolvency executive

■ A corporate recovery analyst

■ A payroll supervisor

continues on next page ⊲

Relevant work activity:
■ Balancing accounts
■ Processing receipts, sales invoices and payments
■ Maintaining financial records that accurately record the incoming and outgoing finances of the business
■ Completing VAT return forms
■ Working with spreadsheets, sales and purchase ledgers and journals
■ Ensuring that accounts are accurately monitored and recorded
■ Dealing with a company’s payroll by processing wages and employee expense claims
■ Preparing profit and loss accounts sheets
■ Preparing balance sheets
■ Client engagement, such as sending out starter packs to clients and/or answering enquiries
■ Processing the company’s own accounts (in an accountancy firm)
■ Other administrative duties, which include general office administration such as processing office post, answering the telephone, minuting meetings, photocopying and filing

